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The Nature of Storms
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ObjectivesObjectivesObjectivesObjectives ---- ThunderstormsThunderstormsThunderstormsThunderstorms
1. Describe the life cycle of a thunderstorm and identify the processes that 

form thunderstorms.  This means I can:

a. List the 3 things required for a thunderstorm to form.

b. Explain how cloud formation is related to atmosphere stability.

c. Explain the 3 stages of thunderstorm development in terms of updrafts 

and downdrafts, cloud development, precipitation amount, etc.  

2. Compare & contrast different types of thunderstorms.  This means I can:

a. Contrast the 2 main types of thunderstorms in terms of type of lift, time of 

day, etc.

b. Identify what type of front causes the most severe thunderstorms and 

explain why.

3. Explain why some thunderstorms are more severe than others.  This means 

I can:

a. Explain the 3 main signs that a severe thunderstorm is occurring. 

b. Describe the 3 main hazards (dangers) of severe thunderstorms that 

cause major damage or death. 

c. Explain what causes lightning and thunder, and why lightning occurs 

before thunder.10/18/2016 4Ch 13 Storms

ObjectivesObjectivesObjectivesObjectives –––– Tornadoes & Tropical CyclonesTornadoes & Tropical CyclonesTornadoes & Tropical CyclonesTornadoes & Tropical Cyclones
4. Describe how tornadoes form.  This means I can:

a. Describe the steps of tornado development. (See Figure 13-8 p.338)

b. Identify the region of the US called “tornado alley”.

c. Identify the time of year that most tornados occur.

d. Explain what 2 types of air masses are usually involved in tornado 
formation.

e. List the characteristics used by the Fujita Intensity scale & determine the 
rank of a tornado.

5. Identify where tropical cyclones originate.  This means I can:

a. Analyze whether a tropical cyclone is likely to develop over a given area.

b. Identify the appropriate name for a tropical cyclone in the Atlantic vs. the 

Pacific.

c. Predict whether a storm will increase or decrease in strength as it travels 
along a given path. 
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ObjectivesObjectivesObjectivesObjectives ––––Tropical Cyclones & Recurring WeatherTropical Cyclones & Recurring WeatherTropical Cyclones & Recurring WeatherTropical Cyclones & Recurring Weather
6. Describe the life cycle of a tropical cyclone.  This means I can:

a. Describe the time of year most tropical cyclones occur in the U.S. and 

explain why.

b. List the characteristics used by the Saffir-Simpson scale.  I can determine 

what life cycle stage or what level of hurricane a storm is using the scale.  

c. List the 4 stages of hurricane development in order and the basic 

characteristics of each.

d. Label the eye and eye-wall of a hurricane diagram.

7. Recognize the 3 main hazards (dangers) of hurricanes that cause the most 

damage and deaths.  This means I can:

a. Describe where the winds are the strongest and the weakest.

b. Explain how a storm surge and flash flood.

8. Describe recurring weather patterns and the atmospheric events that cause 

them.  I can:

a. Define heat wave, cold wave, drought

b. Explain what type of pressure system is associated with droughts, heat 

waves, and cold waves.

9. Define, compare and contrast, use appropriately all the words on the 

Chapter 13 vocabulary list.10/18/2016 6Ch 13 Storms
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3 Things Needed to Form a Thunderstorm

1. Abundant _moisture_ in the lower atmosphere

a. REVIEW: As the water condenses, latent heat is released, 

causing air to warm & continue to rise. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1PcnCWZP7l0

2. Lift_mechanism

3. Unstable atmosphere: The atmosphere must be cooler with 
altitude, so air will continue to _rise_

http://www.shsu.edu/~dl_www/bkonline/GenRef111/Reading/Ref

L07Adiabatic/L07Images/06-03.GIF

http://www.ces.fau.edu/ces/nasa/images/Energy/LatentHeat.jpg
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Air Stability - Cause??
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Stability: Is the ability of air to resist rising

�Compare the altitude vs. temp diagrams below.
�Make an inference about the main cause of stable vs. unstable?

http://www.cssforum.com.pk/attachments/css-optional-subjects/group-

d/geography/3391d1280601535-diagrams-related-physical-geography-image002.jpg

Atmosphere Stability:  Day vs. Night Differences?

10/18/2016

Chap 11 

Atmosphere9

�Compare the night vs. day stability diagrams below.

�Combine info from the diagram below with the info from the altitude vs. 
temperature stability diagrams on the previous slide.

�Make an inference about why is air more stable at night & less stable during 

the day.

1. The speed or rate at which air rises & cools determines its 
stability

2. Speed of rising depends on the temperature change from 
ground to upper troposphere

Stable AtmosphereStable AtmosphereStable AtmosphereStable Atmosphere = = = = High stability = little rising

1. Air at surface is similar in temp & density like the air above, 
resulting in little to no rising

2. Clouds are thin stratus or absent (no clouds)

10/18/2016 Chap 11 Atmosphere 10
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Unstable Atmosphere Unstable Atmosphere Unstable Atmosphere Unstable Atmosphere (Instability) = Air rises quickly

1. Air temperature quickly decreases with altitude

2. Air at the surface is warm with low density compared to the air 

above it.

3. The low density causes it to rapidly rise (instability) can cause 
cumulonimbus clouds and intense precipitation

10/18/2016 Chap 11 Atmosphere 11

http://i.imwx.com/web/multimedia/images/blog/sfc_based_tstmA.jpg

Unstable Atmosphere Cont’d
4. Instability can be increased with a high 

amount of moisture (humidity) in the air.  
Results in:

• Lots of condensation at the LCL 
(Lifted Condensation Level) will 
release “latent heat”

• Latent heat warms the atmosphere, 
air continues to rise, cloud continues 

to grow.

5. Instability is increased when warm air  is 
forced quickly up at a cold front 

6. Instability is increased during orographic
lifting 

10/18/2016 Chap 11 Atmosphere 12

http://ww2010.atmos.uiuc.edu/guides/mtr/hurr/
grow/gifs/cisk2.gif

http://www.atmos.illinois.edu/earths_atmosphere/i
mages/hurricanes/cloud_formation.jpg

Classification of ThunderstormsClassification of ThunderstormsClassification of ThunderstormsClassification of Thunderstorms:  

Thunderstorms are classified by type of lift mechanism_

1. Air Mass Thunderstorms

a. Occurs in the middle of  a SINGLE air mass

b. Because of convection in the middle of ONE air mass

c. Due to _unequal_ surface heating (by the sun) within the 
air mass throughout the _day_

d. Most common in __late afternoon around 4pm 

http://media-2.web.britannica.com/eb-

media/51/135451-004-A6B6636B.jpg

http://cloud-maven.com/wp-

content/uploads/2011/09/DSC01538.jpg10/18/2016 13Ch 13 Storms

Sea Breeze ThunderstormsSea Breeze ThunderstormsSea Breeze ThunderstormsSea Breeze Thunderstorms

Sea Breeze Thunderstorm is an EXAMPLE of an AIR MASS  

thunderstorm

• Caused by heating and temperature differences between 
land and water (Land heats faster than water)

• Maritime Tropical air is warm and moist – perfect for 
making thunderstorms

• Do NOT produce severe thunderstorms

• Happen in late afternoon

• See Fig 13-2 p.331in textbook

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ocGLtBTiCoQ
http://www.brisbanehotairballooning.com.au/images/seabreez

e.gif
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Frontal ThunderstormsFrontal ThunderstormsFrontal ThunderstormsFrontal Thunderstorms

2. Frontal Thunderstorms

a. Produced mainly by cold fronts

b. Steep front forces warm air _up_ quickly

c. T-storm at _leading__ edge

d. Other differences from air-mass thunderstorms

i. Last longer

ii. Can occur day or night – wherever the front is

iii. More severe

e. SOMETIMES produced by warm fronts, but not as often 
& not as severe.  Why?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5

hTZSh1GtQ&feature=related
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Stages of Thunderstorm DevelopmentStages of Thunderstorm DevelopmentStages of Thunderstorm DevelopmentStages of Thunderstorm Development

T-storm Development – 3 stages classified by direction (up 

and/or down) of air movement 

10/18/2016 Ch 13 Storms 20

1.   Cumulus Stage – “Baby” cumulus

10/18/2016 21Ch 13 Storms

a. Warm wet air rises, creating UPDRAFTSAs air rises, it 

begins to cool until it reaches its dew point

b. Water vapor condenses, releasing latent heat.

c. Latent heat causes air to warm and rise

2.  Mature Stage 2.  Mature Stage 2.  Mature Stage 2.  Mature Stage –––– shown by tall & active cumulonimbus

10/18/2016 22Ch 13 Storms

a. Precipitation/rain begins, cooling surrounding air

b. Cooled, dense air sinks to the ground with the rain, 

causing downdrafts

c. Equal amounts of UPDRAFTS and DOWNDRAFTS

form convection cells with strong winds.

d. Heavy rain and/or hail is possible. (Updrafts keep 

“tossing” small ice pieces back up in the cloud, 
causing larger and larger hail.)
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3.  Dissipation Stage

a. DOWNDRAFTS predominate

b. Cool air predominates.  Little warm air left, so updrafts 

STOP

c. “Dissipates”: very light rain, cloud evaporate & disappear.

10/18/2016 24Ch 13 Storms

What’s a Severe Thunderstorm -3 Signs

1. 3 signs that indicate a Severe Thunderstorm

a. Strong winds of 50mph or more 

b. Large hailstones measuring 0.75 inches or more

c. Tornado present 

10/18/2016 27Ch 13 Storms

How to tell if Thunderstorm is severe? 10,000 in the US every year

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xou6-iwfeNk
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Severe Thunderstorm Signs
1. 3 signs that indicate a Severe Thunderstorm

a. Strong winds of 50mph or more 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_e4yidYXHg&feature=related (Show 1:30 – 3 minutes)

i. Intense, rotating updrafts

ii. Downbursts: Violent and damaging downdrafts concentrated in 
a small area

b. Large hailstones measuring 0.75 inches or more               
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DcvduJanqJc

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZr8jXo1Uso

i. Area of cloud with temperature below freezing

ii. Updrafts & downdrafts side-by-side

c. Tornado present http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sxkK9k84Udw&feature=related

10/18/2016 28Ch 13 Storms
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Severe Thunderstorm Hazards

2. 3 hazards (dangers) that accompany severe 

thunderstorms and are responsible for the most damage & 
deaths. The 3 hazards will be explained further.

a. Lightning

b. Tornadoes

c. Flash Flooding 

10/18/2016 36Ch 13 Storms
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Lightning:Lightning:Lightning:Lightning: 1 of the 3 hazardshazardshazardshazards of severe thunderstorms

1. Due to electricity caused by rapid rush of air in cumulonimbus cloud, due to 

friction between updrafts &  downdrafts

2. Friction rubs/knocks electrons off.

3. Charge separates: Negative charges drop to bottom of cloud & positive

charges carried to top. 

4. Negative charges at bottom of cloud attract & cause positive charges to be 

pulled along the ground below cloud and up onto trees.

10/18/2016 38Ch 13 Storms http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-

_DUR7qvu7fk/UP79lb5CRFI/AAAAAAAABws/

Show Downloaded Lightning Video

Add Add Add Add charges to charges to charges to charges to cloud cloud cloud cloud & ground& ground& ground& ground in YOUR diagram

Color Flash of Fireworks based on electron 

movement too:

10/18/2016 Ch 13 Storms 39

http://ffden-2.phys.uaf.edu/211_fall2010.web.dir/Levi_Cowan/images/cloud_charge.jpg

Lightning Facts Continued:
5. When charge builds up and becomes too great, a giant 

electrical spark/current (lightning) jumps from negative area 
to positive area: can go from cloud to ground, from cloud to 
cloud, etc.

6. Lightning causes an instant “heat”, 5x hotter than the Sun

7. Thunder is due to rapid expansion (heating), followed by 
immediate contraction of air

8. Lightning is faster than the speed of sound.  (See lightning 

before hear thunder.)
http://regentsprep.org/Regents/physics/phys03/alightnin/default.htm

10/18/2016 Ch 13 Storms 41http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/71/Thunder_diagram.png

Flash Flooding:Flash Flooding:Flash Flooding:Flash Flooding: 1 of the 3 hazardshazardshazardshazards of severe thunderstorms

1. Causes the most deaths out of all thunderstorm hazards

2. Causes of flash-flooding:

a. Heavy rain in a small area in a short time

b. Multiple thunderstorms over the same area

c. Urban areas receiving lots of rain in a short time: Buildings, 
roads, and parking lots cause faster run-off, overwhelm 
storm drains.

3. Rain falls faster than the ground can absorb and faster than 
the streams can transport.

Difference from regular flood?  Flash flooding occurs within 6 
hours of its cause. 

10/18/2016 45Ch 13 Storms
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Tornado Formation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GM-abtIT6Is

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MjjwPQRVbWk

http://www.scientificamerican.com/video/how-do-tornadoes-form2013-04-23/

Tornadoes: 1 of the 3 hazards of 
severe thunderstorms

1. Violent, whirling, column of air in 

contact with, touching the ground.

2. Prior to ground contact, it is a funnel
cloud.

3. Form when wind speed & direction 
change suddenly .

a. Begins with air moving horizontally on the 

surface

b. Storm updrafts flip the air up

c. Air begins to stretch out.  More stretching 

= faster air

10/18/2016 47Ch 13 Storms

Tornado Formation Simplified Overview

a. Begin with air 
moving on the 
surface.

b. Storm updrafts pick 
this air up

c. Air begins to 
stretch out 

a. More stretching = 
Faster air

How are Tornadoes Measured & Classified?
4. Fujita Tornado Intensity Scale based on estimated wind 

_speed & damage_.

�Determined AFTER the tornado has passed – when 
damage can be determined

�Enhanced Fujita Scale: Type of structure combined with 
damage is evaluated because buildings more poorly 
made will have more damage.

10/18/2016 49Ch 13 Storms
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5.  Tornado Distribution (Where & when tornadoes occur)

a. Occur most often in the spring in the central U.S. where 

cold cP mass collides with mT - LARGE temp difference 
between 2 air masses.)

b. As the warm, moist  mT air mass moves north from 
February to May, tornado occurrences also move north.

c. Usually occur in the late afternoon.

10/18/2016 Ch 13 Storms 52

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/4/43/Tornado_Alley_Diagram.svg
/2000px-Tornado_Alley_Diagram.svg.png

http://i.usatoday.net/news/graphics/2012/new_tornado_alley.jpg
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Tropical Cyclones

1. Large, rotating, low - pressure storms

2. Require warm ocean water

3. Occur in late summer & early fall – why?_____________

4. Called hurricanes in U.S. & Atlantic Ocean

5. Called typhoons in the Pacific

10/18/2016 55Ch 13 Storms

Tropical Cyclones: Latent Heat & Pressure
6. Counter-clockwise spin in the Northern hemisphere. 

7. Warm, moist air rises,  condenses, releasing latent heat, and 

the rise continues!

a. Released heat causes continued rising, increased energy 
and increased spinning speed.

8. Overall result:

a. Low pressure in the cyclone center. 

b. Spiraling surface wind speed increases.  (The lower the 
pressure, the stronger the storm.)

10/18/2016 Ch 13 Storms 56
http://geo-mexico.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/hurricane-structure.jpg

10/18/2016 ES Chap 13: Storms 57

Tropical Cyclone FormationTropical Cyclone FormationTropical Cyclone FormationTropical Cyclone Formation needs 2 things

1. Abundant supply of warm water

2. Disturbance causing lift

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_DIfsqUGbOJU/TMFpDnPW3AI/AAAAAAAAABI/nlSX_1_Ws1E/s1
600/Hurricane_formation%5B1%5D.gif

10/18/2016 ES Chap 13: Storms 58

Tropical Cyclone MovementTropical Cyclone MovementTropical Cyclone MovementTropical Cyclone Movement

1. Moves with wind currents (Trade Winds)

2. Lasts until no warm ocean water energy is available to sustain 

it.  Energy no longer available when it reaches

A. Land (lose moisture)

B. Cold water (lose warmth)

http://fe867b.medialib.glogster.com/media/23/23ff341d0e2dcf1d192bcd191c4cc796877f5b76

6323217e7342f07ae843f6b3/mapxx-hurrrriooicante-jpg.jpg

http://edtech2.boisestate.edu/johnfuller1/502/506_fi

nal_project/Adam/images/global_winds.png
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Tropical Cyclone  Stages

1). Tropical 

Disturbance

2). Tropical Depression

3). Tropical Storm

4). Hurricane 

10/18/2016 60Ch 13 Storms

1.  Tropical Disturbance1.  Tropical Disturbance1.  Tropical Disturbance1.  Tropical Disturbance: Starts as a 
a. Weak low-pressure system where air rises because it is 

warm or because lifted by the ITCZ (Intertropical
Convergence Zone)

b. May be a band of thunderstorms located in the tropics

10/18/2016 61Ch 13 Storms

http://ocean.tamu.edu/Quarterdeck/QD6.2Graphics/12_sketch_nor
mal.gif

http://oceanmotion.org/images/background/hadley-cloud.jpg

http://i.imwx.com/web/multimedia/images/
content/caribsat1022.jpg

Tropical Depressions & Storms

2. Tropical Depression has formed when (spinning) around 

the low-pressure center begins

3. Tropical Storm has formed when cyclonic winds around 
the center are 65km (39 mph) or more

10/18/2016 Ch 13 Storms 62

http://cdn.theatlantic.com/static/mt/assets/science/679348main_201208

22-IsaacTD10-GOES-FULL-Labeled.jpg

Hurricane!
4.  Hurricane has formed when winds are >= 120km/hr (74mph) 

and the eye is present

a. The eye is calm and an area of extremely low pressure 
even though air is sinking

b. The eyewall (band of wind around the eye) has the 
strongest/fastest winds. 

10/18/2016 Ch 13 Storms 65

http://images.nationalgeographic.com/wpf/media-
live/photos/000/002/cache/hurricane-ivan_200_600x450.jpg

http://pmm.nasa.gov/education/sites/default/files/article_images/hurricane_diagram_large.en.jpg
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Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Scale
1. Saffir – Simpson Scale to classify: Based on CURRENT wind 

speed , pressure, & storm surge damage POTENTIAL

• (NOT actual damage like the Fujita Tornado Scale)

a. A hurricane can move up & down through the different 
levels throughout its life.

b. 1-5 Scale

10/18/2016 67Ch 13 Stormshttp://static.trunity.net/images/162441/750x313/

scale/

Hurricane Destruction – 3 main hazards3 main hazards3 main hazards3 main hazards

1). Storm Surge

2). Wind Damage

3). Flash Flooding

10/18/2016 68Ch 13 Storms

a.  Storm Surge

• Huge wall of water that is pushed over the land by the 

hurricane winds. 

• Causes 90% of all hurricane deaths

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nV6Qtrt2CNQ

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?NR=1&v=FOkyNq1eMvs

10/18/2016 69Ch 13 Storms
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/c

apital-weather-

http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/surge/images/stormsurgevsstorm
tide.jpg

http://www.bom.gov.au/cyclone/images/cyclone6-s2.jpg

Wind Damage

75-150 mph winds

These change in intensity depending 
on your location and the path of 
the hurricane

Most violent winds are in the eyewall

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RI
RodRRFu4s

10/18/2016 70Ch 13 Storms
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Flash  Flooding
c. Flash flooding 

i. Due to heavy rains in small amount of time.

ii. Worse if combined with storm surge

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ItWEgfLwEA

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Kou0HBpX4A&feature=fvwrel

10/18/2016 71Ch 13 Storms

Reoccurring Weather

1. Droughts: Lack of rainfall

a. Extended period with no rain or below average rainfall

b. Result of high pressure systems. Why? ______________

10/18/2016 80Ch 13 Storms

Heat Wave
2. Heat Waves: Extended period of above normal temperature

a. With a high-pressure system there are no clouds because 

air is sinking, so the sun is intense.

b. Usually accompany droughts

c. Winds blowing out/away from the center prevent cool air 
masses from moving in.

d. Health problems

e. Heat Index: compares combined temperature & humidity to 
the body’s ability to sweat & cool off.

10/18/2016 Ch 13 Storms 82

http://www.orangectlive.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/heat_wave.jpg

https://maudestandard.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/heat_wave-
noaa.jpg?w=529&h=289

Cold Wave

3. Cold Wave: Extended period of below normal temperature

a. Also due to a high-pressure system, but polar in origin (cP

air masses)

b. Influenced by the jet stream

c. Wind-chill factor: How cold the air feels based on the 
estimated heat loss from skin due to cold temperature & 
wind

10/18/2016 83Ch 13 Stormshttp://wattsupwiththat.files.wordpress.com/2014/03/tempcity_nat_640x480.
jpg

http://www.bucyrus.k12.oh.us/images/windchill_chart.jpg
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Bell work #1: Section 13.1

1. What 3 things are needed for a T-storm to develop?

2. When does a cumulonimbus cloud stop increasing in height?

3. Why are orographic and sea-breeze thunderstorms 

considered airmass storms rather than frontal storms?

10/18/2016 ES Chap 13: Storms 84

Bellwork #2 Weather Map, Predict & Explain:

Where Sunny?  T-Storms? Wide Temps?

Where windiest?

10/18/2016 ES Chap 13: Storms 85

Bellwork #3 : Hurricanes

Prior Knowledge

1. Where do hurricanes most often occur?

2. What part of the hurricane is calm?

3. Where are the strongest winds?

Predict

4. What needs to be present for a hurricane to form?

5. What causes hurricanes to dissipate or lose energy?

10/18/2016 ES Chap 13: Storms 88

BW #4: Review Tropical Cyclones & T-storms.

1. What is the name or term for water pushed over the 

coast by a hurricane?

2. Can a tropical cyclone form over a hot desert? Explain.

3. Compare (tell a similarity) and contrast (tell a 
difference) between a frontal and an air mass 
thunderstorm.

10/18/2016 ES Chap 13: Storms 89


